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ABOUT RESI
The Redefining Early Stage Investments (RESI) conference series
connects start-ups and early-stage investors and strategic channel
partners. RESI is uniquely cross-border and cross-domain, connecting
start-ups with global investors across the silos of drugs, devices,
diagnostics and digital health (4 Ds). RESI caters to both the earliest
stage start-ups, those seeking grants, seed and angel capital, and the
early-stage firms who seek series A and B funding. RESI is a unique
and powerful tool for sourcing assets and advancing innovation across
early-stage life science and healthcare.

Over the past decade, 300+ companies
have raised $1.3B+ through 35+ RESI
conferences and LSN products.
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CONFERENCE AGENDA

RESI San Francisco is an in-person conference with two (2) days of dedicated to virtual-only
partnering. Virtual attendees may attend for this option. The one (1) day of in-person
partnering also features expert panels, educational workshops, and the Innovator’s Pitch
Challenge.
We hope you’ll join us January 10 at the Marines’ Memorial Club & Hotel or will consider two
(2) days of fully virtual partnering January 11-12.
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Partnering Overview Partnering is one of the most valuable facets of RESI conferences. The partnering platform is designed to match attendees based
on sector, indication, phase of development, etc. (see below to see criteria), eliminating the question, “Is this a good fit for my needs?” Fundraising
companies match with a diverse pool of investors who fit both development stage and product set. Investors and strategic partners can explore the latest
innovation in a format that easily connects them with products they are most interested in. Sponsors, exhibitors, and providers also can review attendee
profiles to find the best fit for their services.
How Does it Work? Partnering opens
December 19, providing time to upload
personal schedules and company profiles,
as well as review and request meetings
with attendees using the filters based on
which attendees you are most interested in
meeting. Partnering remains open until
February 3.
LSN hosts free workshops to review
platform function and provide tips for
anyone who is new or inexperienced with
partnering events. Click the video to view a
partnering tutorial.
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PREMIER PARTNERING
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The Standard Partnering Profile provides filterable information
about each investor’s sector(s), indications(s) and phase(s) of
development they seek. Attendees reviewing a standard profile can
judge if they are a fit for their product offerings. Standard profiles
contain:
•
•
•
•
•

Allocation Information
Investor Type
Main Sector
Indications
Phase of Development

•
•
•
•
•

Orphan Interest
Capital Structure Preference
Investment Stage
Attending Investors
“Book Meetings” Option

A Premier Partnering Profile provides exclusive access to full
investor mandates, imported from LSN's database with
5,000+ profiles, including personal contact information for each
investor. This information is gathered by LSN's investor research
team, based on annual conversations and updates provided through
one-on-one updates. Attendees can upgrade their standard
profile to premier for an additional $500.
Partnering is open December 19-February 3.

Premier Partnering Only Content
•
•
•
•

Access to Investor Mandates
Direct Contact Email
Sectors and Sub-Sectors of Interest
Company & Management Team Requirements
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INNOVATOR’S PITCH CHALLENGE
The Innovator’s Pitch Challenge (IPC) is an opportunity for early-stage
companies to gain additional exposure to conference attendees, pitch
directly to a panel of relevant investors, and participate in a live Q&A
session. Participating companies a special registration fee of $3,495.
Participants receive:
•
•

Dedicated poster space for company materials onsite
Live pitching slot with investor Q&A

The live Q&A sessions are available to the entire conference and include
a curated panel of investor judges. All attendees are encouraged to vote
for the most innovative company.
Each session’s winner will be announced after the conference on the
conference website and in the Next Phase Newsletter. Winners receive
free registrations to future partnering events.
Three-day hybrid partnering registration is required to participate.
“I’m really happy to have participated in RESI and the IPC format. The
investors were predominantly stage-and sector-appropriate for a
biotech start up… The IPC format was helpful in that we were able to
post a short pitch online for on-demand viewing as well as having a
‘live’ discussion. Several of the panelists met with me after the panel,
and I’ve been contacted by one investor (so far) outside the meeting
after they’d seen the video pitch. I’m happy to recommend this
meeting and the IPC format for early-stage biotech companies-I think
this was money and time well spent for us.”

Apply for Innovator’s Pitch Challenge

- Ross Breckenridge, CEO, Arjuna Therapeutics

A two-day onsite pitching registration is required to participate.
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PANELS & WORKSHOPS
Panels are live onsite and made
available for future viewing via
the live agenda. These 50minute discussions feature
panelists and a moderator made
up of active investors, strategic
partners, and key industry
leaders, with a diverse range of
topics focused on the earlystage life science ecosystem.
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Panels

In order to provide
maximum value, LSN goes
beyond partnering with
expert panels and industry
workshops – each
designed with the earlystage player in mind – and
available to help sponsors
reach their goals.

Workshops
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Workshops are designed to
educate leaders of fundraising
companies on elements of the
early-stage landscape often
overlooked, which can include
patents, recruitment, intellectual
property, insurance, financial
management, and so much
more.
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SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
RESI helps companies gain unprecedented visibility into
the early-stage life science community, and also leverage
Life Science Nation (LSN)’s close-knit network of key
decision-makers to make promising connections with
future clients.
Service providers are an important asset to the LSN
community, and service provider registration increases
deal pipeline and access to investor portfolios, as well as
introduce early-stage companies developing the hottest
new technologies in drugs, devices, diagnostics and
digital health to the many opportunities available through
service providers.

Click to View Sponsorship Brochure

Contact us to learn more!

Past Partners
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TRAVEL & ACCOMODATIONS
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Marines’ Memorial Club & Hotel
609 Sutter St.
San Francisco, CA 94102
Google Maps
To reserve, call (415) 673-6672 or book online via the
button below.

BOOK YOUR STAY!

Health & Safety
Marines’ Memorial Club & Hotel Guidelines
The Marines’ Memorial Club & Hotel places no restrictions currently on guest masking or vaccination status.
City of San Francisco Guidelines
As of Friday, March 11 proof of vaccination or a negative test will no longer be required to enter inside businesses where food
and drink is consumed, such as restaurants and bars, and where elevated breathing occurs, such as gyms and fitness
studios. As always, businesses can decide to be more restrictive than local health guidelines and can continue to require proof
of vaccination or a negative test from their staff and clients. Masks can also still be required. Vaccinations remain the best
defense against the virus, and SFDPH strongly recommends everyone who is eligible get vaccinated and boosted to protect
themselves and others. Additionally, masks are recommended where an additional layer of protection is desired, and when
medically vulnerable or unvaccinated people are present.
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REGISTRATION
All below registration types include access to the Partnering Platform.
Startup

Service Provider

Tech Hub

Investor

2-Day Virtual Partnering
$895

2-Day Virtual Partnering
Super Early Bird (Until October 21)
$1,195

2-Day Virtual Partnering
$598

Complimentary*

3-Day Hybrid Partnering
Super Early Bird (Until October 21)
$1,695
Early Bird (Until November 25)
$1,995
Standard
$2,295

Standard
$1,495
3-Day Hybrid Partnering
Super Early Bird (Until October 21)
$2,195
Early Bird (Until November 25)
$2,495

Premier Package
$500
3-Day Registration + Innovator’s
Pitch Challenge
$3,495

Standard
$2,795

3-Day Hybrid Partnering
$1,148
Includes 3-Day Partnering and exclusive
offer for startups who’ve
raised <$2M

*Terms apply – click here to read
qualified investor requirements.

INVESTOR REGISTRATION

*Terms apply – contact us to learn more
and gain access to exclusive tech hub
offers!

LEARN MORE

VIEW INVESTOR
PROGRAM BROCHURE

Additional Service Provider pricing is
available through sponsorship packages
.

VIEW SPONSORSHIP
BROCHURE

Want to learn more? We are available to answer questions and share additional details to help you meet your partnership goals!

International
Greg Mannix
VP, International BD
Book a Meeting

Israel
Karen Deyo
Director, Investor
Research & Israel BD
Book a Meeting

Korea & Japan
Claire Jeong
Chief Conference Officer &
VP, Investor Research
Book a Meeting

East Coast (USA) & China
Candice He
VP, BD & Global Investment
Strategist
Book a Meeting

Midwest (USA) & Canada
Antoinette Lowre
Manager, BD
Book a Meeting

West Coast (USA)
Alexander Vassallo
Manager, BD &
Entrepreneurial
Education Lead
Book a Meeting

